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feel it. If you come home from outside, take holy water  but perhaps
not necessarily that of the Official Church.

With GOD Nothing is Impossible
Indeed, as Paul wrote: Put on the full armour of GOD and fight!
For this reason, you have been confirmed! Do you believe that you
will once receive the laurel wreath in Heaven, if you have not fought
for GODs cause at all? No way! Mind you, GOD said: I wish you
were either hot or cold, but because you are lukewarm I am about
to spit you out of My mouth! Now it is up to you.
Seen from a purely human perspective, I would have to say that it is
too late. But as Instrument I say that with GOD nothing is impossible!
As the saying goes: if I know that the world ends tomorrow, I will rush
out to plant a little tree. Perhaps the dear GOD is touched in such a
way that once more He grants the world another thousand years.
Amen!

Excerpts from several sermons

Lying Media
Spiritual Chip  Brainwashing
My dearly beloved! You are being lied to, lied to, lied to by what
is spread by the media today. It is just like a slide show with a slide
projector: the slides are inserted and up come the pictures. They
did the same with the people. Newspapers, television, all the media
show exactly what the highest-ranking Freemasons want them to
show, and people believe it. Let us just take the American President
Trump. Rothschild, Rockefeller and all those others just could not
live with the fact that Trump became President instead of Hillary
Clinton. How much hatred is thrown at him now! The media are
just bad-mouthing him wherever they can in order to destroy him,
waiting for him to make mistakes.

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,

Spiritual Chip through the Media

the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Now look how the people have already become sluggish as if they
had received a spiritual chip, at least it works that way. There is
much talk of a chip implanted in the body, which can be used for
paying bills, and so on. But that is not the most dangerous part.
Far more dangerous is the spiritual chip inside the brain and the
people already have it. Who implanted this chip? The media: television, radio, magazines, newspapers, over and over again. What
is it called? Brainwashing! The First German Television Channel,
the Second German Television Channel, the Spiegel magazine,
and many more, Rothschild is their very owner. Whose bread I
eat, his song I sing! It is terribly mean what they are saying about
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Trump in the media. Certainly, he is a bulldozer, I admit, but he was
the best choice for the American voters at the time. He is only interested in rebuilding America, not in looking for oil and other mineral
resources in Syria and many other places in order to seize them by
making war. It is interesting: at the time when America had not yet
made war with Iraq and all these countries, there was hardly any
terrorism. It was only afterwards that terrorism really started. So, who
was the one who brought it? America  that is to say, the American
Government.
Politicians can already do with you whatever they like! Someone like
Merkel  just as an example, most other politicians are not better,
either  can do things which violate the national laws, and politicians
all around remain silent. How much smoke have you already inhaled!
Politicians should actually rise and stand up to them! They would soon
be supported by the people. But no, someone like Merkel can do with
you whatever she likes, you remain silent like lambs! Well, perhaps
some bleating here and there. Just have a good look at yourselves
in the mirror.

Prophetic Warning
Because America stirs up war and riots in many countries, we experience this dreadful situation of these refugees flooding in. Nothing
against real refugees, but most of these migrants are no refugees. If
America sees oil and other mineral resources in foreign countries, it
wants to exploit them. If this head of state then says: No, that is out
of the question, we are an independent country and it belongs to us!
America always uses the same trick: it makes this head of state out
to be a baddie in order to be able to wage war against him.
Of course, those governing have Rockefeller, Kissinger, Rothschild,
Soros, etc. above them, and there is no end to their desire for money.
They want to establish a global world order, but this is only possible
if all people are slaves, if there is no national pride any more, only a
mishmash. Therefore, they simply let vast numbers of such people

without any education whatsoever into our European countries. In the
end, there is only a mishmash of people left. Then they stir up war.
As soon as people are desperate, some or other forerunner of the
Antichrist will come and say: I am the one who will save you! I bring
you peace!  Oh, thank GOD! people will shout. He  the ape of
GOD  will have the skill to speak marvellously, even very piously.
And people will not notice how they are slowly, slowly increasingly
drifting away from the faith.
It is also the same today, is it not? The people already believe everything they read in the newspapers, and these are mere lies. Never before have the governments been lying as much as they do today. What
can be done to wake you up?! Since all my talking seems to be of no
avail, I sometimes reach the point where I am compelled to say: Then
take it upon yourselves  war, natural disasters, deceases and all the
things that are coming! You will yourselves have to face the consequences so that you may recognise how blind you have become. Turn
to GOD and erase this blindness, this spiritual chip! I am speaking
as a prophet. But prophets have seldom been successful, have they?
First, disaster must strike. Even Elijah, my GOD, how often did he talk
to the king and the people, warning them that they are going completely astray! They did not listen to him. By virtue of his prayer, seven
years of draught came upon the land and they had to starve. Only
then did they return to GOD.

Befuddled by the Smoke of Satan
In China there are two Churches: the national Church and the underground Church. The Pope treats the Chinese government very heartily and kindly although thousands of his spiritual children are still being tortured and locked up in camps. My GOD, you are being lied to,
lied to, lied to! And people have become herd animals. People are
blinded by satanic smoke, by the extremely powerful sin of mankind.
All things are covered as with cobwebs or, exactly, full of smoke. Even
the best, the most holy person has to go through it and will have to

